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FIND A SCHEDULE OF EVENTS,
,,THE DAY'S ACTIVITIES

THE SYMPOSIUM'S FEATURED

NEW PERCUSSION ARTISTS &
,,..,,,..,,,,..,,:,:,,!'--'.i...J_._..

FRIENDS. MY STAFF AND I
ATMOSPHERE. FEEL FREE TO

PLEASE BE AWARE OF ONGOING
LIMIT YOUR CONVERSATION AND

SCORE ''PETTING

ROOM (OH 101D, JUST A
TO EXPLORE THE NEW PERCUSSION
2
l2:£f,L :;:~~,:i~:t,l,~
EVERY SCORE FROM THE DAY'S

PERFORMANCES (AND MANY, MANY MORE) WILL BE DISPLAYED.

MANY

OF

THE PUBLISHERS AND COMPOSERS WILL BE PRESENT THROUGHOUT THE DAY,
AND WOULD BE HAPPY TO SPEAK WITH YOU ABOUT THEIR PRINTED

&

RECORDED MUSIC.
THANK YOU FOR BEING A PART OF OUR FIRST PERCUSSION SYMPOSIUM.
PLEASE SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE DAY'S ACTIVITIES WITH A STAFF
:MEMBER, OR TAKE TIME TO WRITE DOWN YOUR THOUGHTS & IDEAS ON THE
SYMPOSIUM FEEDBACK FORM INCLUDED IN THIS FOLDER.
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CNfCK 'TERRY,

SYMPOSIUM HOST

PERCUSSION FACULTY, CHAPMAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

"New Music

Ross Karre: Video&~;

Social Hour (refreshments s
Vessels Brothers, steelDinner Break

6:00 - 8:00 PM

Third Coast Percussion Quartet

S:OOPM

Salmon Recital Hall

2007 CHAPMAN PERCUSSION SYMPOSIUM
SYMPOSIUM HOST

Percussionist Nicholas Terry has achieved critical acclaim as
both a soloist and ensemble player of wildly diverse styles of
music. Pursuing his interest in contemporary music, Nick's
performances can feature many of the most challenging
scores yet composed for percussion, free improvisation, or
forays into non-Western genres.
Based in Los Angeles, Nick performs contemporary music
with lnauthentica, Ensemble Green, the California E.A.R.
Unit, PARTCH (featuring the music of Harry Partch),
Eighteen 2 (the music of Steve Reich), and Sharp Three
(eclectic world-fusion improvisation). Nick is a founding
member of the Lucerne Festival Percussion Group, an
international ensemble of twelve virtuosos, which operates
under the auspices of Pierre Boulez, members of the
Ensemble lntercontemporian, and Switzerland's Lucerne
Festival. Recent distinguished performances have occurred .
at the Lucerne Festival, Klangspuren Music Festival, Ojai
Music Festival, Los Angeles' Microfest, Monday Evening
Concerts, Music & Conversations, Green Umbrella
Series, and the Stanford New Music Festival.
Currently, Nick serves on the faculty of the
Music at Chapman University's Colleg,......···'"'·;;::t·;g·~4i.(~~JAo••·;::,:•
1
Arts. He is a graduate of the Cali ··~"
and Eastern Illinois University.
,.,"•

2007 CHAPMAN PERCUSSION SYMPOSIUM
SOLO MASTERCLASS
9:45 - 11:15 AM

WHEN PARTICIPATING IN
GAIN VALUABLE

. NOVEMBER EVENING
CHRISTOPHER NORTON

Two MEXICAN DANCES
GORDON

COLLIN MARTIN
CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY

'09

Srour

REBONDS, PARTB
!ANNIS XENAKIS

2007 CHAPMAN PERCUSSION SYMPOSIUM
IMPROVISATION & COMPOSING
11:30 - 12:15 PM

David Johnson coordinates the percussion
program at the California Institute of the Arts
where he has been teaching since 1991. He
plays marimba with Lian Records recording
artists, the Lian Ensemble, and Dark Wing. He
is the percussionist with the chamber
ensemble XTET and plays in PARTCH, a
chamber, group dedicated to performing the
music of Harry Partch.
He has worked directly with composers as
diverse as Pierre Boulez and John Zorn. He
plays vibraphone and marimba with the Vinny
Golia Large Ensemble, the Kim Richmond
Jazz Orchestra, and pops/classical pianist
veteran Roger Williams. He has
mallets and percussion with Yusef Lateef,
Mel Torme, Dave Brubeck, Maureen
McGovern, Wadada Leo Smith, and on movie
soundtracks such as Spider Man 3 and The
Matrix. He has performed with the L.A.
Philharmonic, the Pacific Symphony, and the
L.A. Master Chorale and was a member of the
historic Blackearth Percussion Group in the
1970's. He has been recorded on
independent record labels including
Opus One, Seabreeze, Nine Winds,
Albion, Lian Records,and New
Records. His own compositions for marimba,
vibraphone and percussion are played around
the world and are handled by Marimba
Productions Inc.
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BOORBAAR
:20 -1:00 PM

ible. it
more music.
and lllike robbins, who
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~gsic, not to mention adhd, explosives,
n varies ·some, but involves some ungentle
.
is particularly driven by high-stimulation as
a impulse to continuously create _and practice highly
out being too bloody sensitive about it. · '

KING PANTYMAN
INVERSE SELF SUSTAINING VOLCANO OF CHAOS-GARB

BooRBAAR

CORY BEERS

MIKE ROBBINS
CORY BEERS

PROGRAM NOTES
king pantyman
throughout this entire piece, each part serves the same role. in this way ,-we move from section to section but always
_all together serving each of us 1/3 of the whole of any phrase. it is based largely around a theme in 15, which
conveniently enough is played right at the beginning, followed by an extensive section· of this theme and its
variations, always in 15 or 30 ·in which this theme is regrouped beyond recognition which ~s a technique certainly
with roots in Hindustani music. i would say that this section could be viewed quite easily as a rela, the theme itself
coming from just such a composition. i doesn't end like one though. at some point we'll b.ave had enough and in
comes a transition composition which takes quintuplets in phrases of 7 into septuplets in phrases of 5, into 9-tuplets
in phrases of 15 (this takes 20 big beats). at this point, the general theme is revived at almost double time (9:5). put
the result in a canon to stew for a little while, bring on a blast beat, and triumph, i say!

Inverse Self Sustaining Volcano of Chaos-Garb
It plays with the sense _o(where and wha_t the beat is. It uses prime numbers in the time signatures, though I prefer to
call them "irrational," being 11 and 7 (and also 9). Groups of 16th notes of said lengths are assembled in various
ways and layered on top of each other, and usually one is said to predominate, i.e, the section in 11/16 will
nonetheless have the 7 pattern superimposed upon it, with both an "eleven feel" and, while not a 4/4 feel, a
"something/four" feel. The "melody" of the section in 9 (three, rather), (actually a combination of notes from the
7 and 11 riffs IN 9) also gets "reinterpreted" as though it too is in 4/4, again by "leaving it alone but changing whats
happening around it." This surely is a "playing with perceptions"-type technique that was "borrowed" from Steve
Reich's earlier pieces, except that Reich's music was mostly in _3)_2 (or 614 or 12!8.) This piece is in the time
signature of "I don't know what," as in the section in 11 with 7s, or is it a section in 7 with l ls? Or was it in
"something/4" all along, or 3? Yet of course, the fact that various "feels" get superimposed over whatever it is "in"
may confuse/tickle you/inspire you to dance even more. It might also be mentioned that the sections don't last any
great length, They aren't developed any more than things one sees when running down a busy street. Sometimes the
only thing they have in common is that each came before the next thing and after the last, which is the way life
really is a lot a the tinies.

boorbaar
the first piece written.for this ensemble, the cycle and speed remain constant. 'tis a 19 beat cycle (unit = 16th note
at 120-ish 4th notes per minute), to be specific and much of this piece is endless regrouping of said cycle, often with
quite a lot of symmetry. by and by, there is a series of variations in 19 uni ts played in unison which can be said to be
symmetrical
·
·
·
highlighted on crashers meant to move around in a
triangle. an
la ed one at a time
over a groov
are to be fo
. note of the
of tihais.

MUSIC FOR PERCUSSION
2:45 . . . 4:00 PM
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they underwent,
instrumental domain that
~~~-- of music in the 20th
by the instruments with
a groundbreaking revolution
used timbres and sounds."
-Pierre Boulez,July 2006

CHRISTOPHER ADLER

MARIMBA 7
JONATHAN ORTEGA
I- PRELUDE, II - STROLL, III - CARNIVAL, IV - BENEDICTION,
V - CELEBRATION, VI - ARIA, VII - POSTLUDE
SIDNEY HOPSON, MARIMBA
MOSTLY MOON DUST (WORLD PREMIERE)
NICK TERRY, PERCUSSION
YUNMEN

STEVE FORMAN

TJ.TROY
OLD STANDARD PERCUSSION GROUP
(T.J TROY,JUSTIN DEHART, LYNNVARTAN, NICK TERRY)

DES CAR GA
PETER MARTIN, PERCUSSION

MARCOS BALTER
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Signals Intelligence (2002)
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Signals Intelligence explores the experience of hearing an electronic trans~is#ip~';i~i\r~~~··C>f~~3:i;;'~f~~J~·~1-;-zN:
audible but the information density is too high for any human to parise.·,_'.f~~. -~·*1?~~~~11,#¥}~ ofe.'~f'l;>eillg_> :·}'
made aware of that which is always just out of reach, just beyond comp!~]~e~fpn./{w.o_r~la.tt;CI 4lg~fl~~s _(';'\
are employed to generate melodic material using from one to six pitch~s·:· bll.e algorithm ge'Iie~at~s ~eif'
similar series which replicates itself when played at different speed~,. in: effe~t ~9~prlsing a rn:e~~'iJ.radol,1 -:::.,
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indefinitely pitched objects, while in the ensemble version these ~~ .m~ppe.tt
~_hfftiil.g pitd{'se~s-'.~cf ····.
presented in combination with indefinitely pitched instruments~.· .: : . : :;~ .'· · ,: ., ,: ,. . , -; .·_'.. , , · ,'.. , · :: . "". :' ) :!:'
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Christopher Adler is a composer, performer and impf#yi~1~~)~\fi,l1g i ·
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co-founder of the soundON Festival of Modern Musf¢.\~e/:th~§ifui~gp.loted
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heard on Tzadik, pfMENTUM, Nine Winds Re,;':
Circumvention, Accretions, and WGBH's Art .r

Marimba 7 (2007)
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appeals to the mind does not always appeal to
~ded to·.·
so I returned to my roots. Before band in high schoo
.... <t setup,. ,
'O:: , ,
with the marimba. I must have written the starts of a dozen;pieces during #i~e
One became a piece I submitted for admission, and now, years later, l'f~?t:~
and allow.edit to play itself out as the prelude to a series of character
first forays into composition. I wrote the start of each movement during
weekly orchestra rehearsal, and challenged myself to finish away from the man
my own playing abilities. Each movement, excepting the last, explores a singular way to
the instrument, from constantly using all four mallets simultaneously, to apparent two malle
are simply too fast and full of leaps to be played with anything less than four. They are short, an
ly,
and unabashedly virtuosic and rhythmic and Ortega. I dedicate this piece to my girlfriend, Lauren
Argonza: I began it after staying up talking until two in the morning two days after we first spoke, and by
the time I hit the "Celebration," she was mine.

pie·.,

.

lume, rather
pitch classes,
ity. Because
ds the piece

.
is ic quality of percussion instruments played quietly. In this
arri'ic' ·~pectrum timpani, bass drums, and gongs, often deployed as powerful and
ggressive devices, are here introspective voices, warm and mysterious. As with the vibraphone, at
softer volume, the differential between attack and sustain sounds diminishes as resonance increases and
pitch clarifies.
- Steve Forman, Glasgow, 2007

Yunmen - for percussion quartet (2001)
Master Yunmen (Ummon in Japanese) was a 9th century Chinese Chan Buddhist monk whose teaching
style most often eschewed traditional sermons in favor of straight talk, sarcasm, shouts, curses, and even
blows. The record of this master helps to form the basis of Japanese Zen and is filtered to us through
koan collections in which Yunmen is the most frequent protagonist. Yunmen is actually the name of the
mountain where he founded his famous monastery, which literally translates into "Gate of the Clouds."
The piece consists of two movements, the first of which being two long crescendos exploring texture,
atmosphere, and linear phrases seemingly unconnected. The second movement is a rhythmic exploration
of similar linear figures as in the previous movement, this time set to 9/8 time. At various points
throughout the movement, the rhythmic figures of two different players coincide and come to a unison,
wherein the two players leap up in volume and quickly dissolve back into the percolating texture.

T .J. Troy combines an eclectic knowledge of percussion from around the world with his innate
musicality to create a distinct and powerful voice in the world of contemporary percussion. Be it as a

member of many high caliber ensembles, a soloist or with the numerous artists he collaborates with,
is quickly becoming a true phenomenon in the Los Angeles music community. Known for his high-energy
performance and broad range of disciplines, T.J. performs in a number of ensembles, including MESTO,
the Elvis Schoenberg Orchestra Surreal, Tabla Rasa, Freshly Squeezed, Partch, Adam Rudolph's GO:
Organic Orchestra, andjust Strings.
He has taught classes and workshops at the California Institute of the Arts, La Sierra University, Bethesda
Christian University, and currently serves on the faculty of Citrus College. T J. is an active performer and
composer for television and film; recently, he was awarded the Gaia Xward from the Moondance
International Film Festival, for his score to Den Serras' film, "Seven Swans," co-written with composer
Leon Rothenberg. His compositions have been performed by the University of Michigan Creative Arts
Orchestra, the CalArts Percussion Ensemble, the Chapman University Percussion Ensemble,
Condensation, OK Composer, and Freshly Squeezed.
T J. received his Bachelor of Music degree in Percussion Performance from the University of Michigan,
and his Master of Fine Arts degree, specializing in Percussion, from the California Institute of the Arts.
His principle instructors have been Michael Udow, Julie Spencer, David Johnson, John Bergamo, Randy_
Gloss, and he continues his study of North Indian tabla with Pandit Swap an Chaudhuri. Currently
stationed in Los Angeles, T J. has performed extensively throughout the United States, and maintains a
rigorous performance schedule throughout the year.

D escarga (2006)
My fascination with percussion is directly related to my Brazilian heritage. I remember being
mesmerized as a young child watching the enormous percussion ensembles (sometimes over one
hundred percussionists each) that perform during the official carnival parade in my hometown, Rio de
Janeiro, and feeling my whole body shaking as an involuntary resonator to such potent sounds. The
experience was both physical and metaphysical. When approached to write a new work for percussion, I
knew immediately that I wanted to recreate that sa:m.e transcendental feeling I once experienced. The
challenge was to find ways of translating it into a solo piece. It was not until I watched a video with the
late Tito Puente, legendary for his electrifying descargas, that I realized the intensity I wanted to capture
had little to do with the number of performers or sonic simultaneity. What I was searching for was a
proximity to that dangerous zone that blends controlled and uncontro
irtuosity, rationalized and
spontaneous reactions to extremes, unpolished and refined responses
challenges. Only by
immersing the performer in such frantic, incongruent, almost hypnoti
mind state could
I hope to convey these feelings to the listeners. Descarga is my att
celebrate the solo percussionists virtuosity, and revisit my roots.
Composer Marcos Balter was born in 1974 in Rio de
inventive (... ) with vibrant sonics" (New Music Connoisseur,
and broadcasted in North and South America, Europe,
Kaikan, Teatro Colon, Sala Villa-Lobos, Seiji Osawa
honors include the Leonard Bernstein Fellowship at the
Fellowship from Lawrence University (2005-2007), pert<lrrl'.iances--a..... LJl11'"-'"-""'-...._"'
da Musica Contemporanea, Musica Nova, E-Werk,
Karlins Composition Award, the 2004 Douglas
Durington Composition Award, as well as :first
competitions. His music has been performed
Contemporary Ensemble, Ensemble SurPlus,
others. He completed his doctoral studies in """"""'""•'U·"' . c~ornJJ•os;1nQtJFa
main teachers were Augusta Read Thomas,
in festivals and master classes in Europe and
Benjamin, Pierre Boulez, Tristan Murail, nexn,aro
Saariaho, among others. He is currently
information, please visit
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Ross KARRE: SYNCHRONISM PROJECT
Ross Karre began playing percussion in elementary school in his
hometown of Battle Creek, Michigan. Early on, he dedicated
himself to experimental performing arts. Ross graduated from the
Interlachen Arts Academy, where he worked with Amy Barber. He
received his bachelor's degree in percussion performance from the
Oberlin Conservatory, where he studied with Michael Rosen. Ross
received his Master's Degree from UCSD where he studied with
Steven Schick. During these years, Ross had the opportunity to
work with such important figures in contemporary music as Pierre
Boulez, Harrison Birtwistle, Meredith Monk, Philippe Manoury,
the Ensemble Intercontemprain, David Robertson, Peter Eotvos,
and the Percussion Group Cincinnati. Ross has performed in
ensembles and as a soloist at major venues and festivals
throughout the world, including Carnegie Hall, Lucerne's
Kozertsaal, Merkin Hall, Cleveland's Severance Hall, the
Percussive Arts Society International Convention, the Lucerne
Festival, the Aspen Music Festival, the Klangspuren Festival in
Austria, the Oberlin Percussion Institute, the Reel-Loud Film
Festival, the Music and the Moving Image Conference, the
Cleveland Museum of Art's AKI Festival, the Bang on a Can
Marathon, the June in Buffalo Festival, the Roots and Rhizomes
Festival, the ICMC, SIGGRAPH, NWEAMO, SICMF [Korea],
Essen Philharmonie, the National Gal
of Art Music Series, and
the Carnegie Professional Traini
hops. He has performed
with the SO percussion
·ca, the Oberlin Artist
·t Series [LA Phil], the
Recital Series, the
La Jolla Sym~~.gn
.ymphony. He is a
0
lier
'kcollaboration
called
founding
the S
~t:+L -member Lucerne
a Jacob K. Javits
m with Steven
Lin San Diego,

4:00 - 5:00 PM

YOU LIKE TO SEE IN UPCOMING CHAPMAN PERCUSSION SYMPOSIUMS?
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